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August 1, 2014
Mark Casey
City Manager
St. Anthony Village
3301 Silver Lake Road
St. Anthony Village, MN 55418
Dear Mark,

We are excited to present our revised proposal for your consideration. We are confident that after
further research and discussions subsequent to the feedback from the City Council Meeting on July 8 we
have developed a proposal that meets the needs of both the Residents and City of St. Anthony Village.
At a high level the feedback from the City can be summarized in three lines:
1. The City is concerned about the length of term of the agreement. We have addressed this by
proposing options and provided information on consortium agreements in nearby communities.
2. The City is concerned that prices are still a bit high vs. comparable pricing in “the market”, and
that we needed to get closer to comparable cities. We have put together a spreadsheet
outlining pricing that compares “apples to apples” with similar agreements.
3. The City doesn’t have a complete understanding of just what “market pricing” really is. The
same attached spreadsheet described above in #2 should help show actual contracted market
data. In addition, we have provided excerpts from the actual relevant contracts that outline
pricing for the comparable Cities.
We believe our revised proposal addresses all of these issues and more. In addition to the points
offered in our initial proposal, we would like to submit the following:
1. As a form of significant cost reduction for the City, the Haulers will take on all of the billing,
customer service and administrative burden. A 3rd party industry expert presented the City with
an estimated cost of $1.74 for the City to manage these functions, a cost that would be passed
on to residents. We believe this estimate is too high and should be closer to $1.00. We propose
to take on these functions with no additional cost to the City or residents, effectively reducing
the price to be charged to residents from our original proposal. This will also benefit the City by
allowing the City to focus on its core strengths and the Haulers to focus on theirs (thus
addressing the final 2 City Priorities that we couldn’t address in our original proposal –
Optimizing Administrative Efficiency and Allocating Adequate Staff Resources). We now satisfy
all Priorities. The City will stay involved as contract owner and ultimate arbitrator for any
escalated issues that may arise but doesn’t have the administrative cost or burden to manage
this process. In addition and importantly, the City will not have to take a burdened cash flow
position based on agreed upon payment terms, saving the City money as well.
2. We will ensure that all alleys are serviced first on any route, providing a lighter truck and
subsequently less road wear on sensitive alley corners and T’s.
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3. In addition to a Hauler funded annual calendar/education mailing, we will work with the City on
education and communication, including annual school programs to educate and encourage
recycling. We will also provide content for final approval by the City for any City materials
needed, such as City newsletters and websites.
4. A minor issue brought up by the Council was around our pricing for 30 gallon every-other-week
service (EOW). For complete disclosure, we submitted the same price as every week service
simply because none of our respective companies (and none we know of) offer EOW service,
and only two cities in the metro have this as an option in City contracts – Shakopee and
Maplewood, who both made this a requirement in their RFP specs. As Haulers, we recognize the
potential health concerns and smell of leaving trash sit in containers for two weeks. Republic
has the contract for Shakopee and residents are not signing up for the service. This was a
recommendation by Foth and a service not embraced by the Haulers or residents. That being
said, if this is a service the City truly believes is needed then we will readdress our pricing.
5. Our revised pricing structure is attached on three separate spreadsheets, one that details trash
disposal, trash collection and recycling collection, and the other two that summarize our
proposed options compared to similar other metro cities. We have offered two options for
consideration. One pricing structure is based on a term of 5 years and the other, lower priced
option is based on a term of 7 years. The cost of removing, cleaning and redistributing carts is an
expensive one-time hit for the Haulers and the longer we can amortize that expense the more
helpful it is to our respective P&L’s, especially given the margin sacrifices we are prepared to
take. Given the size of the City, our efficiency gains will be very small by zoning the City. None
of us will take trucks off the street as a result of this Consortium and we have had a steady
market share for years so there hasn’t been significant marketing dollars spent to battle for
share in the City that will be saved as a result of the agreement. Virtually every penny taken off
of our current pricing is incremental profit that will be lost. That being said, we would like to
finalize the Consortium so we can each still maintain some modest profitability in the City.
Going out for RFP has proven to become an irrational end game for both the haulers and the
City in most cases.
6. A significant item to address is comparing true market pricing and terms for similarly sized and
dense cities as St. Anthony Village using the Consortium model. The same attached
spreadsheets, based on information pulled directly out of the current contracts shows what the
original pricing, along with current pricing and length of agreement is for each City under the
Consortium Agreements. Also attached are the relevant pages from the actual contracts for
these relevant Consortium cities like Champlin, Vadnais Heights and Little Canada. As you will
see in these cities, the prices we offer are comparable to current actual prices for a 5 year
agreement and lower or comparable for a 7 year agreement (when factoring in the cost of the
City managing the billing and administration for Little Canada. In the other cities the Haulers
manage the billing and administration). The 5 and 7 year terms proposed are also consistent
with what has been happening in the marketplace. Virtually every agreement in place in the
metro is a 5 or 7 year deal.
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We strongly believe our proposal is both fair and comparable to other Consortium cities in the metro
area and will serve the Residents and City of St. Anthony Village very well into the future. We look
forward to continued discussions.
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A Comparison of Similar 'City Consortiums' for 5 Year Waste & Recycling Service Agreements
St. Anthony Village
Proposed Waste &
Recycling Rates for a 5

Consortium Service Rates
in
Champlin

Consortium Service
Rates in
Little Canada

Consortium Service
Rates in
Vadnais Heights

Year Agreement

5 year agreement

5 year agreement

7 year agreement

35 gallon trash + recycling

$15.97

$16.48

$14.03*

$15.23

65 gallon trash + recycling

$17.88

$18.28

$16.19*

$17.42

95 gallon trash + recycling

$20.14

$20.68

$18.88*

$20.47

*includes the $.75 fee that the City adds for billing/collecting

A Comparison of Similar 'City Consortiums' for 7 Year Waste & Recycling Service Agreements
St. Anthony Village
Proposed Waste &
Recycling Rates for a 7
Year Agreement

35 gallon trash + recycling
65 gallon trash + recycling
95 gallon trash + recycling

$15.75
$17.64
$19.93

Consortium Service
Consortium Service Rates
Rates in
Little
in
Champlin
Canada
5 year agreement
$16.48
$18.28
$20.68

Consortium Service
Rates in
Vadnais Heights

5 year agreement

7 year agreement

$14.03*
$16.19*
$18.88*

$15.23
$17.42
$20.47

*includes the $.75 fee that the City adds for billing/collecting

Vadnais Heights-- Waste Consortium Rates

Champlin-- Waste Consortium Rates

Trash Cart Size (Gallon)

2014
Trash Disposal
Trash Collection
Recycling Collection

2015
Trash Disposal
Trash Collection
Recycling Collection

Trash Cart Size (Gallon)

35
$3.35
$6.20
$5.36
$14.91

65
$4.45
$7.27
$5.36
$17.08

95
$6.65
$8.09
$5.36
$20.10

35
$3.52
$6.26
$5.45
$15.23

65
$4.62
$7.35
$5.45
$17.42

95
$6.82
$8.20
$5.45
$20.47

7 year contract
Haulers bill the residents

2014
Trash Disposal
Trash Collection
Recycling Collection

2015
Trash Disposal
Trash Collection
Recycling Collection

95
$7.75
$8.38
$4.03
$20.16

35
$3.95
$8.46
$4.07
$16.48

65
$5.75
$8.46
$4.07
$18.28

95
$8.15
$8.46
$4.07
$20.68

St Anthony *Proposed* Consortium Rates

Trash Cart Size (Gallon)

Trash Disposal
Trash Collection
Recycling Collection

65
$5.36
$8.38
$4.03
$17.77

5 year contract
Haulers bill the residents

Little Canada--Waste Consortium Rates
2014

35
$3.56
$8.38
$4.03
$15.97

35
$3.56
$4.33
$5.00
$13.64*

65
$5.36
$4.69
$5.00
$15.80*

Trash Cart Size (Gallon)

95
$7.75
$4.98
$5.00
$18.48*

January 1, 2015
Trash Disposal & Collection
Recycling Collection
for a 5-Year Contract term
Haulers bill the residents

35
$12.35
$3.62
$15.97

65
$14.26
$3.62
$17.88

95
$16.52
$3.62
$20.14

65
$14.02
$3.62
$17.64

95
$16.31
$3.62
$19.93

OR
2015
Trash Disposal
Trash Collection
Recycling Collection

35

65

95

$3.95
$4.33
$5.00
14.03*

$5.75
$4.69
$5.00
16.19*

$8.15
$4.98
$5.00
$18.88*

5 year contract
*The City bills the residents and adds
a $.75 fee for doing so

January 1, 2015
Trash Disposal & Collection
Recycling Collection
for a 7-year Contract term
Haulers bill the residents

35
$12.13
$3.62
$15.75

